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Email communication plays a vital role in business today. Many companies simply cannot function
or will close down without email. Email is thus becoming a very valuable asset of the company.
Business is looking at different ways to store and protect these email communications.
Sentry Enterprise Archiving is the perfect answer to today’s data retention requirement. Unlike
traditional appliance or software based system, Sentry Enterprise Archiving provides archiving
solution using the innovative Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) model. With no hardware or software
to install, company can easily start doing e-discovery and meeting legal or compliance
requirements.
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Quote

“Our research shows that the
vast majority of enterprise IT
organizations have been
required to search through
backups to retrieve one or
more email messages in the
past 3 years. Companies of all
sizes should be archiving
email, so they are prepared to
meet the legal discovery,
supervisory and retention
requirements that impact them.
On demand email archiving
services are ideal for
organizations that want to
quickly deploy a solution
without large upfront
investments of capital or
internal IT resources.”
- Michael Osterman, President,
Osterman Research

Why Company Needs Email Archiving?
• Comply with statutory regulations – In HK, Hong Kong Personal Data (Privacy) Ordinance and Hong Kong Code of Practice on
Consumer Credit Card Data both require relevant data to be retained for a certain period of time. In foreign jurisdictions, SEC and
SOX impose severe penalties for non-compliance on data retention.
• Support litigation and avoid costly legal expenses - In litigation, the company is required by the Court to produce information relating
to the case. Without an effective email archiving solution, the company might require paying millions of dollars to restore such
information or may simply lose the case because of failing to produce evidence.
• Better storage management – According to Osterman Research, the email storage is growing at 37% annually. Most companies
currently taming email storage growth by imposing quota limits on end users. However, the downside of it is affecting end users
productivity and encouraging them to delete important emails when their mailboxes are full.
• Better knowledge management – Emails contain vast quantities of useful information which is often vital to a business. Staff turnover
may also mean that this information will be lost if it is not properly managed. Email archiving system with sorting and searching
capabilities will enable IT administrator to better manage this knowledge repository.

Features

Benefits

• Unique rule engine allows you to create, maintain and
enforce a clear corporate retention policy for
incoming, outgoing and internal emails

• Protect losing of company emails which is one of the most
valuable company assets

• Works with any type of email system

• Rapid deployment with no need to add hardware or software

• Web-based interface for fast searching and retrieving
archived emails
• Archived emails are securely stored in multiple data
center
• Deduplication of emails reduces the volume of
storage required
• Email retrieving can only be done by the administrator

• Meet legal, regulatory and corporate governance compliance
• No upfront investment in hardware or software
• Reduce managing large internal storage
• Benefit from cloud scalability to purchase resource as you grow
• Securely storing email data offsite with full redundancy
• Easy retrieve of archived emails through web console or
removable storage media

• Detailed graphical reports

• Replace cumbersome, costly and unreliable tape backup

• Copying of emails to removable storage for keeping
internally within the company

• Service Level Agreement Guaranteed
• Low cost than any other archive solutions in the market

• No limitation on retention period

• Best in the industry customer support by a team of expert 24x7

